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Abstract. Let A be a positve selfadjoint operator and let B be a symmetric perturbation
of A. We establish sufficient conditions for the essential selfadjointness of A + B on domains
where A is essentially selfadjoint. The results have application to the λφ4 field theory in
two space-time dimensions.

I. Introduction

Let A be a positive selfadjoint operator with domain 2(A). We
establish sufficient conditions for A + B to be essentially selfadjoint on
domains where A is essentially selfadjoint, in particular on

00

<g°°(A)= P| 2(An\ The methods used, both generalize and depend
H = 0

crucially upon, two fundamental theorems concerning regular per-
turbations. We begin, then, by stating these theorems, together with a
few definitions. Proofs may be found in [1].

Definition 1.1. An operator A is relatively bounded with respect to
an operator T (or T-bounded) if 3f(A) D ®(T) and if there are constants
a and b such that

\\Aψ\\2^a2\\ψ\\2 + b2\\Tψ\\2

9ψeS(T). (l.la)

The Γ-bound of A is defined as the greatest lower bound of all non-
negative b for which (l.la) holds.

Definition 1.2. An operator T has strong control over an operator A,
if A is Γ-bounded with T-bound strictly less than 1.

Definition 1.3. An operator T has weak control over an operator A if
A is T bounded and (l.la) holds with b = 1.

It is clear that T has weak control over A if it has strong control.
It is less clear that A may be T bounded with T bound equal to 1, even
though T does not have weak control over A.
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Theorem 1.4.(Kato-Rellich). Let T be essentially self adjoint and let A
be symmetric. If T has strong control over A, then T + A is essentially
self adjoint and its closure (T + A)~ is equal to f + A.

Theorem 1.5. (Kato). Let T be essentially self adjoint and let A be
symmetric. If Thas weak control over A, then T + Ais essentially selfadjoint.

We show that these theorems admit a simple generalization. Suppose
that B is a symmetric perturbation of the positive selfadjoint operator A.
Suppose that A does not have strong control over B, but that Ap, p > 1,
does. Then A + AP also has strong control over B and it follows from
Theorem 1.4 that A + Ap-^-B is selfadjoint. Now in certain instances,
and this is the crucial point, A + AP + B has weak control over the
operator — Ap. If this is the case, Theorem 1.5 implies that the restriction
of A + B to 3ϊ(Ap) is essentially selfadjoint. Section II is an elaboration
of this theme. Our principal result is Theorem 2.5 which is strikingly
concordant with Theorem 8 of a singular perturbation theory developed
by Glimm and Jaffe [2]. The note has been structured with this in mind.

In III, we apply Theorem 2.5 to establish the space cut-off dynamics
of a scalar field with a quartic interaction in two space-time dimensions.
We comment on what we feel are essential simplifications of the original
solution of this problem by Glimm and Jaffe [2,3]. We also present a
modified version of the Cannon-Jaffe proof for the selfadjointness of
the locally correct Lorentz generator for this model.

II. Generalization of Regular Perturbation Theory

Definition 2.1. If S is a closable operator with domain ^ and if its
closure S is equal to an operator T, then ̂  is a core for T.

Lemma 2.2. Let A and N be commuting selfadjoint operators. Suppose A,
N ^ 0 and that A^N. Let B by a symmetric perturbation of A which is Np

bounded for some p^ί and let Ή be any core of Ap. Then for some c> 0,
and any d, the restriction of A + B + cNp + d to ,̂ (A + B -f cNp + d)\^,
is essentially selfadjoint. In particular, A + B + cNp + d is essentially
selfadjoint on %* (A).

Proof. Choose c> 1 so that cNp has strong control over B. By succes-
sive use of Theorems 1.4 or 1.5, it follows that the following operators, in
succession, are essentially selfadjoint: cAp\<#, (cAp + A)\<g,(cAp + A + cNp)\<#,
(A + cNp)\«, (A + B + cNp)\^nά(A + B + cNp + d)|^°°(,4)isacorefor^
because ΉCG(A) = (gco(Ap) and the analytic vectors of an operator are
contained in its C°° vectors. We make use here of a theorem by Nelson [4].

Lemma 2.3. Let A, B, and N satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and
let #' be some core for Ap. Then for some c>0 and any core Ή of Ap,
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(A + B)\% is essentially selfadjoint if the following sesquilinear form
inequality holds on <£' x #',

c2N2p ^(A + B + cNp + d)2 + e2 . (2.3 a)

Here, d and e are arbitrary constants.

Proof. Let c be determined as in the proof of the preceeding Lemma.
It follows, that A + B + cNp + dis essentially selfadjoint on «". If inequality
(2.2a) holds on V x «", then by closure it extends to @(AP) x Q)(AP\ as
&(Ap) C ®((A + B + cNp + df); and hence it holds on * x #, where * is
any core of Ap. The essential selfadjointness of (A + B + d)\<# follows
immediately from Theorem 1.5, whence the essential selfadjointness of
(A + B)\*.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose A, B and N fulfill the conditions of Lemma 2.1.
Then the conditions of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied if there are non-negative
constants α, ε and b with 2a + ε<2 such that the following sesquilinear
form inequalities,

aA + B + b^Q (2.4a)
and

+ [N*'2, [N*'2, B]] + b ̂  0 (2.4b)

Proof. Let c be determined as in Lemma 2.2. Each of the following
sesquilinear forms on (gco(A)x^co(A) are well defined, and each set of
inequalities is implied by its successor:

Λ2 + be, (2.4c)

+ frc^0, (2.4d)

2Np/2(aA + B + b)Np/2 + 2(1 - a)Np/2ANp/2

\2(ί - a)Np+1 + [Npl2, [Npl2, BJ] + b ̂  0
and

H+B+ " MTΠ+^O. (14g)

As an immediate consequence of these lemmas, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.5. Let A and N be commuting selfadjoint operators. Suppose
A,N^Q and that A^N. Let B be a symmetric perturbation of A which
is Np bounded for some p ̂  1 and let V be any core of Ap. Then (A
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is essentially selfadjoint if there are non-negative constants a, ε and b
with 2a + ε<2 such that the following sesquilinear form inequalities hold

and

εNp+ί + [A^/2, lNpl2, BJ] + b ̂  0 .

Remark 2.6. A + B,A+B and (A + B)\^W(A) are essentially selfadjoint.
Remark 2.7. B is nowhere assumed selfadjoint.
Finally, we conclude this section by commenting on conditions which

insure that A + B is closed. The following is contained, mutatis mutandis,
in Section 1 of [2].

We assume the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5. A + B is certainly closed
if the quadratic estimate

A2 + B2^c(A+B)2 + c (2.8)

holds on <g«>(A) x <g«>(A) for some c> 0; and (2.8) holds if the following
two inequalities are valid on <#™(A) x Ήm(A)9

^Q and

δA2 + Ot1/2, [.41/2, £]] + b ̂  0 . (2'9)

Here, α, fe, and δ are non-negative constants such that 2α + δ < 1.

III. Application to λφ*

We apply Theorem 2.5 to establish the space cut-off dynamics for a
scalar quantum field in two space-time dimensions with a quartic inter-
action [2, 3 see also 7- 10] . The three principal estimates for this model are

[5,6], (3.1)

εN3 + [TV, [N, Hjfo)]] + 6 ̂  0 [3] (3.2)

and

εH2 + [Ho1/2, [Ho1/2, #,(#)]] + 5^0 [3]. (3.3)

Here, H0 and Hf(g) are the free and space cut-off Hamiltonians, N is the
number of particles operator, ε > 0 is arbitrary and b is a positive con-
stant which depends on ε. If we set A = H0, N = AT, B = ίί/fef) and p = 2;
the essential selfadjointness of H = HQ +Hj restricted to ^°°(//0) follows
immediately from Theorem 2.5, the fact that Hj(g) is relatively bounded
by N2 and estimates (3.1) and (3.2) alone. The selfadjointness of// follows
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from the additional estimate (3.3) and the remarks at the end of II. We
feel our results shorten and simplify the original arguments used by
Glimm and Jaffe, and we take note of the following particulars :

1) The essential selfadjointness or selfadjointness of H does not
depend on the selfadjointness of Hj(g).

2) One less estimate is required in actually establishing the cut-off
dynamics. Indeed, estimates of the type (2.4a) and (2.4b) both hold in
the φ6 theory, provided the coupling constant is sufficiently small.

3) The essential selfadjointness of H on standard domains, such as
^(//o), follows ab inίtίo and does not require a separate proof.

A variation of the above technique provides a modified version of
the Cannon- Jaffe proof for the selfadjointness of the locally correct Lorentz
generator, or Lorentzian, of the 04 model [11, 12]. The Lorentzian M is
defined by M = α#0 + T0(g0) + T7 (0J, where H0 is the free Hamiltonian,
α>0, and T0(#0) and T^g^ are space modulated free and interacting
Hamiltonians, respectively. The reader is referred to [11] for a full
explication of these objects. There, the following bound and estimate
may be found :

II T0too)(#o+/ΓΊl^ const. (3.4)
and

ε#0

2 + H0 T0 to0) + TO too)# o + b^ 0 (3.5)

The estimate,

εf/o2 + H0 TΛ^) + T^HO + b ̂  0 , (3.6)

follows directly from (3.1) and (3.3).

Theorem 3.7 (Cannon-Jaffe). M = αH0 + T0(gf0) + T^) is selfadjoίnt
on ®(flo)n^(?ι(0ι)) and is essentially self adjoint on ̂ °°(//o)

Proof. T0 to0) is relatively bounded by HQ. This follows from bound
(3.4). Choose α' > α so that ot'H0 has strong control over T0(g0). It follows
as a consequence of estimate (3.6) that the selfadjoint operator ocrH0 + TjtoJ
also has strong control over T0to0). It follows from Theorem 1.4 that
ocΉ0 + 7^(0!)+ T0too) is selfadjoint with domain ^(./^n^Tjtoi)) and
essentially selfadjoint on C°°(//0). Finally, estimates (3.5) and (3.6)
guarantee that αΉ0 + Tjtoj) + T0(00) has strong control over the
operator —(a' — a)H0, and it follows again from Theorem 1.4 that
M = uH0 + TI(g1)+T0(g0) is selfadjoint with domain
and essentially selfadjoint on #
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